
1.Search function – Look for the funds/investment choices you need

In the search bar (green box), enter keywords or codes related to the fund/investment choice to reveal search 
results at once.  

Click on other tabs (blue box) such as ‘Performance-cumulative’ or ‘Performance-calendar year’ for further 
information directly on your search results. 

The new ‘Fund Price’ interface is now available on the Manulife Hong Kong website for 
comparison and analysis of funds/investment choices.  

Equipped with the 4 new and enhanced functions so you can find the information you 
need, faster than ever. 

[Tip: You can click on the button on top right corner to visit the guide of that function.] 

Note: The visuals and information below are for illustrative purpose only. Some information may not 
be applicable to Investment-Linked Assurance Schemes. Information shown in website might differ 
depending on chosen product. 



2. Filter function – Shorten search time and promptly shortlist the
funds/investment choices according to filter criteria

The filter function (green box) allows you to set your own filter criteria, such as risk class/level and asset class to 
narrow down funds/investment choices for your better comparison. 



3. Sort Function – Swiftly sort data in ascending or descending order

By clicking on the tabs (blue box) and the ‘Filter’ icon (green box), select a sorting method (purple box) to sort 
information in ascending or descending order for a clear glance. 



4.Fund/Investment Choice Comparison Function

Tick up to 5 funds/investment choices (green box) to compare. 

You can hover your finger over the price chart, view fund prices of the selected funds/investment choices of the 
chosen date (green box) in the past with ease. 



Chosen funds/investment choices are also listed by ‘Cumulative’ or ‘Calendar year’ performance (green box), so 
you can view past performances at one glance.  

Investment involves risk. Investment choice prices may go down as well as up. Past performance figures 
shown are not indicative of future performance. You should not make investment decision solely based on 
the information in this user guide. 
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